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Decals cheaper than multiple fines
Parking at Armstrong is more affordable than UGA, GSU

Check Inside
Player profile: Rafael
Array
-PAGE 4

Bv Angela Lucas
Staff Writer

fest students at Arm
strong buy a parking decal,
but some refuse to buy one
saying they would rather pay
fines than sUccumb to the
regulations of th e University
Police Department (UPD).
A parking ticket currently
ranges from $15 to $45 de
pending on the violation,
and no longer does one ticket
have more than one violation

on it. UPD now gives mul
tiple tickets instead. Once a
car has been ticketed more
than six times in a semester,
that car is subject to being
towed.
A misconception some
have is that the money gained
from parking tickets goes
right back to the UPD. Ac
tually, it goes into a general
fund for the entire school.
Students pay $50 for a de
cal that lasts an entire year

and then $25 if they take
summer courses.
"If you only have one se
mester left you still have to
pay the $50 ... That's my only
complaint. Fifty dollars is
nothing compared to other
universities," said Robert Papalia, a criminal justice ma
jor.
For instance, parking at
the University of Georgia is
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Movie review: "Nick and
Norah's Infinite Playlist"
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Photo by Angela Lucas
Students are no strangers to that familiar yellow ticket on the
windshield.

Savannah Mayor speaks at
Armstrong's First Fridays

SGA could
save big with
discount card
program
Meeting topics include
introductions, CUB
activities

Mayor Otis S. Johnson visits Armstrong as a guest speaker

By Kristen Alonso
Staff manager
kainkwell@gmail.com

Student discount cards
were at the top of Senator
Chris Nowicki's agenda at
the SGA meeting on Monday,
Oct. 6.
Nowicki discussed a meet
ing he had with graphic de- |
signer Jill Phongsa of Uni
versity Relations in which
Phongsa suggested thick,
glossy paper cards rather
than the plastic from the pre
vious year. Instead of spend
ing around $1,600, the SGA
can receive 10,000 cards for
less than $150, Nowicki said.
Nowicki asked senators
to pick up solicitation pack
ets for local businesses by
Wednesday in order to com
plete the discount packets by
Oct. 31.
President Somi BensonJaja mentioned that the
Campus Union Board (CUB)
had just returned from the
National Association for
Campus Activities in Chat
tanooga, Tenn., where CUB
discussed plans for spring
semester. Benson-Jaja said
to stay, tuned for the upcom
ing events.

SGA I PAGE 2

Photo by Mable Swindell
Mayor Otis Johnson and Residence Education Coordinator Frank Twum-Barimah pose with students at Armstrong's inaugrual First Fridays.

By Mable Swindell
Staff Writer

Mayor Otis S.Johnson
spoke to students, fac
ulty and staff on Friday,
Oct. 3 at "First Fridays,"
a program created in or
der to address current
community and campus

issues while bridging the gap
between the school and com
munity leaders.
The program was created
last year for students to in
teract with faculty and staff
in an informal fashion.
"I would like to encour
age students to think about

what they can learn, not just
from in the classroom. First
Fridays has a more relaxed
environment," said Frank
Twum- Barimah, Residence
Education Coordinator.
Johnson spoke about his
vision and plan to change
Savannah's community and

gave advice to students about
how they can make their own
preparations for their suc
cess.
"Remember that poor
planning leads to poor re
sults. If you don't have a
positive plan then you will
not have the success that you

want, at the magnitude that
you would achieve if you had
a plan," he said.
As a former student of
and the first black student
to graduate from Armstrong,
Johnson recommends that

MAYOR I PAGE 2

Guitar Auction to Aid Local Shooting Victims
By Jamison Dowd
Staff Writer

dling" around on a bass at a
downtown Savannah music
shop.
A world famous guitar
Chip Ellis, a world-re
maker has built a custom nowned luthier of the Fender
bass guitar for two local mu Musical Instruments Corpo
sicians in need.
ration, had kindly donated
On Saturday, June 28, the time to build the bass
at around 3 a.m., Jason St that will be auctioned off on
affs and Dave Williams were eBay.com. All of the proceeds
both shot in a robbery at from this auction will go to
tempt. They were arriving at help Staffs and Williams with
a friend's house on East 48th their mounting medical bills.
Street after the two had just
Ellis, who formerly owned
finished playing their first
a music store, called Down
' show as Siirt {the destroyer} town Music, in Savannah,
at the Live Wire club on Riv now resides in California and
er Street.
makes custom guitars for
After only four months Fender. He is most famous
since this horrific ordeal, for replicating Eddie Van
Dave Williams is back to do Halen's legendary "Franken
ing what he loves most, play-, stein" Fender.
ing music with his friends.
Ellis' replicas now go for
°The' Inkwell spoke with hundreds of thousands of
Williams as he was noo- dollars and are highly col

lectable.
He decided to make the
bass after his wife, Mary,
heard about the incident.
She knows the two victims
through the local website SavannahUnderground.com.
According to Williams, the
bass will start at $5,000.
"For any music collector
or guitar collector to have
an original Chip Ellis piece
starting at that price is really
amazing," said Williams.
Williams said things were
looking up.
"I'm feeling a lot better. I
have about 80 to 85 percent
of strength in my right arm
back. There is a little bit of
nerve damage from where
the bullet landed and my left
vocal cord is still partially

AUCTION | PAGE 2

The Bass Guitar is signed by maker, luthier Chip Ellis.
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Oct. 11-14: Fall Break, no classes
Oct. 21: Jepson Civil Rights Exhibition Lecture, 6 p.m. UH 156
Oct. 22: Celebrate AASU Day 12-6 p.m.

Jenkins Hall
renovation nears
completion
Major work at the theater to finish in time for productions
By Joseph Prouse
Staff Writer

After 11 months, the reno
vations at Jenkins' Hall are
coming to a close.
Collins Construction Ser
vices Inc. (CCSI) added a
new black box, sound booth,
scene shop, chairs and a stair
ladder to the original Arm
strong building.
Dr. Pete Mellon, associate
professor of theater, said the
new stair ladder leading to
the light booth is important
because the old wall-mount
ed ladder tended to "sort of
move off the wall."
The construction com
pany also made major reno
vations, including repairing
leaks in the roof and bringing
the building to compliance

PARKING | FROM PAGE 1
$20, $30 or $40 per month
depending on the lot, and
their students cannot pay
from month to month.
Students must pay for the
whole semester at one time
which can range up to almost
$200 per semester.
Georgia Southern Univer
sity students have it better
than students at UGA. Geor
gia Southern has a parking
pass that lasts for one year
and the cost is $95.
At Armstrong, students

MAYOR | FROM PAGE 1
students do the same and
plan. The mayor admits that
he views his job as an ex
periment. He planned and he
tested his hypothesis in order
to achieve results.
He has currently imple
mented programs such as
"Project Clean Sweep," a
comprehensive
initiative
that goes into deprived areas
where poor conditions exist
and works to reverse them
and "Step Up," an anti-pov
erty initiative.

SGA | FROM PAGE 1
Senator AshleySandford of
the Student Conference Sup
port Committee announced
that they had awarded $500
to Pi Kappa Alpha for an in
ternational convention the
fraternity attended from July

AUCTION | FROM PAGE 1
paralyzed."
The bullet still resides in
his neck.
Even the tragic event, Wil
liams has an extremely posi
tive outlook.
"Everyday it's a little bit
better for Jason and I. Both
of our attitudes are very posi
tive. The most important
thing is what happened with
us. The local community has
rallied around us."
Not only is the bass help
ing to aid Statts and Wil

with fire codes. Among the
changes, Jenkins Hall now
has a ticket booth outside
to relieve congestion in the
lobby.
Not only does the the
ater boast a more spacious
lobby, but it also has larger
seats with better views. Mel
lon said that some audience
members couldn't see a third
of the stage in some places
before CCSI modified the
aisle scheme by relocating
the walkways in the theater
to each wall.
Mellon said that Codgell
and Mendrala Architects did
an "absolutely brilliant job"
at redesigning the building,
which is part of a roughly
$4.5 million project funded
by the State Board of Re

gents, who provided $5 mil
lion for the effort.
The funds provided for
both the renovations at Jen
kins Hall and at the Fine Arts
Auditorium, which started in
late 2007.
The money also pushed
the estimated completion
date for Jenkins Hall of Oct.
27, 2008 back a few days be
cause it enabled the public
restrooms in the theater to
be renovated as well.
CCSI plans for the revived
theater to be completed in
time for the Masquers the
ater production of "Crazy For
You," by George Gershwin,
which is scheduled for Nov.
13-15 at 7:30 p.m. and on
Nov. 16 at 3 p.m. only.

are allowed to appeal a park
ing ticket but it must be done
within seven days of receiv
ing the violation. A visitor to
the campus must simply ask
the UPD to receive a visitorparking pass for the day.
Students who have unpaid
fines at the end of the term
won't be allowed to preregister or register for the next
term, and the grades for the
term in which any violations
occurred will be withheld.
Also, transcripts will not be
released from the Registrar's
Office until all accounts have

been cleared for fines paid.
Most of the time, buying
a parking decal is worth the
cost when compared to Park
ing Services' claimed average
of $100 in fines per year for
parking without a decal.
If a student has any ques
tions about the guidelines for
parking at Armstrong, they
can go by the UPD office, lo
cated at the corner of Science
Drive and University Drive,
and pick up the "Fall 2008
Traffic and Parking Regula
tions Guide," or visit police,
armstrong.e.du/parking.
html.

One of the major focuses
of Johnson's plan is to de
crease the poverty rate in Sa
vannah. 20 percent of Savan
nah's residents currently live
in poverty. That percentage
translates to 27,000 people,
he said.
After Johnson's lecture,
the floor opened up for those
attending to ask questions
and sit down and chat with
the mayor.
"The mayor was veiy en
tertaining, encouraging and
approachable," said Whitney
Kimbrough, who sat down

with the mayor after his talk.
"First Fridays are goo4
opportunities for students to
get an outside opinion about
things that are going on and
learn about information."
This was the opening First
Friday of the year for Arm
strong. The next will be on
the first Friday of November
and the speaker is not yet
known.
For more information on
First Fridays you can visithousing.armstrong.edu, or
look around campus for fli
ers.

through Aug. 3.
Director of Student Activi
ties A1 Harris introduced Sal
ly Watkins, the new associate
director of student activities
and judicial affairs. Harris
said she will be involved with
leadership training on cam

pus.
Treasurer Anna Mach
stated the current balance is
$39A94-7i and the encum
brance balance is $3,384.71.
There will be no SGA
meeting on Monday, Oct. 13
due to fall break.

30

liams, but several local bene
fit shows raised considerable
donations over the past three
months.
He felt the outpouring of
support was touching.
"Something like this really
reinstates your faith in hu
manity and it is really good
to see that happen."
The bass guitar auction
starts on Oct. 12 and ends on
Oct. 26.
Jason Statts is still recu
perating in Atlanta. He is
making progress, but he has
a long and arduous recovery

ahead of him. His wife, Lyra
Statts is a former Armstrong
student and has been by Ja
son's side for this entire or
deal.
Neither Statts nor Wil
liams have been able to work
since the incident. The web
site stattswilliams.com lists
local events where the pro
ceeds will be donated to the
two.
There isa function through
the website PayPal where
you can send monetary do
nations.

Voices on Campus
Students focus on the economy
By Alexandra North
Staff Writer

Bank foreclosures, the controversial bailout bill and the ongoing mortgage crisis are
affecting people throughout the country, including students at Armstrong.
The economy affects everyone in different ways, and students at Armstrong voiced
their opinions when asked "How does the current or future economy affect you?"

"I'm a waitress, and my job
"Since I live with my parents, I
depends on other people
don't worry about any expenses
material for contractors - not
coming in to spend their
many people are building houses, I incur, except for gas, which
money. We've been slow, and
I have to pay for. So the only
so that means less revenue for
I can only work the weekends
part I worry about is gas and
Lowes. It will decrease my hours
because of school. Instead of
food. When gas goes down I am
making $600 I'm now making
happy, but when it goes up I am
$200 less. All I have money for
outraged and I don't know why
now is bills and gas. Everything me to get a job when I graduate in because I don't pay attention to
is going up in price and I am
one year."
the economy."
making less money."
- Chris Dobry, freshman,
- Latoya Woodard, junior,
Courtney Sanders, senior,
pre-pharmacy
health science administration
English communications

"It's not really [affecting
me] that much. Gas prices
mostly. I'm a little worried
about student loans, just
because HOPE doesn't pay for
everything."
history

haven't really noticed any
changes except for gas prices.
How will it affect me? The
interest rates of student loans
will go up."

"It will definitely affect me
in terms of a candidate. It's a
huge issue in the upcoming
but I'm assuming it's harder to
find a dequate jobs. Student
loans will be affected by the
banking crisis and the quality of
education could decrease."

BFA Visual Arts'

English

Six by Six
How about that bailout?
By Alexandra North
Staff Writer

The government, Congress in particular, faced a plethora of challenges when deciding on
the bailout bills last week, here are student response in six words.

"Ifs a scam on the taxpayers."

-Ousta Wright,
Post-Baccalaureate,
nursing.

"Catastrophic, ridiculous, in
sane, horrible; but necessary."

-Shante Brietenbach,
senior,
psychology major

"Congress all needs to be
fired."

"Need more exports, not more
debt".

-ZacharyWyland,
junior,
computer science.

- Christian Wright,
sophomore,
information technology

"I'm a capitalist, let them
burn."

-Rebecca Hattaway,
sophomore,
psychology major
"I don't know, I don't care."

-Dwayne Taylor,
freshmen,
psychology

We encourage readers to e-mail us with their six-word suggestions for this week's topic:

What do you think about the Presidential Debates?
E-mail submissions to campuslife.inkwell@gmail.com. Be sure to include your name, year in school and major.
Please limit yourself to one submission per topic.
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The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must
be signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu .
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

BLAMMG DEREGULATION
By Sebastian Mallaby
The Washington Post

The financial turmoil has
pushed the Obama campaign
into the lead, and this is most
ly justified. Barack Obama
is more thoughtful on the
economy than his opponent,
and his bench of advisers is
superior. But there's a trou
bling side to the Democratic
advance. The claim that the
financial crisis reflects BushMcCain deregulation is not
only nonsense. It is the sort
of nonsense that could mat
ter.
The real roots of the crisis
lie in a flawed response to
China. Starting in the 1990s,
the flood of cheap products
from China kept global in
flation low, allowing central
banks to operate relatively
loose monetaiy policies. But
the flip side of China's export
surplus was that China had a
capital surplus, too. Chinese
savings sloshed into asset
markets 'round the world,
driving up the price of every
thing from Florida condos to
Latin American stocks.
That gave central bankers
a choice: Should they carry
on targeting regular consum
er inflation, which Chinese
exports had pushed down,
or should they restrain as
set inflation, which Chinese
savings had pushed upward?
Alan Greenspan's Fed chose
to stand aside as asset prices
rose; it preferred to deal with
bubbles after they popped by
cutting interest rates rather
than by preventing those
bubbles from inflating. Af
ter the dot-com bubble, this

clean-up-later policy worked
fine. With the real estate
bubble, it has proved disas
trous.
So the first cause of the
crisis lies with the Fed, not
with deregulation. If too
much money was lent and
borrowed, it was because
Chinese savings made capital
cheap and the Fed was not
aggressive enough in hiking
interest rates to counteract
that. Moreover, the Fed's
track record of cutting inter
est rates to clear up previous
bubbles had created a seduc
tive one-way bet. Financial
engineers built huge moun
tains of debt partly because
they expected to profit in
good times — a nd then be
rescued by the Fed when they
got into trouble.
Of course, the financiers
did create those piles of debt,
and they certainly deserve
some blame for today's cri
sis. But was the financiers'
miscalculation caused by de
regulation? Not really.
The key financiers in this
game were not the mortgage
lenders, the ratings agencies
or the investment banks that
created those now infamous
mortgage securities. In dif
ferent ways, these players
were all peddling financial
snake oil, but as Columbia
University's Charles Calomiris observes, there will al
ways be snake-oil salesmen.
Rather, the key financiers
were the ones who bought
the toxic mortgage products.
If they hadn't been willing to
buy snake oil, nobody would
have been peddling it.
Who were the purchas
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TIFFANY THORNTON

ers? They were by no means
unregulated. U.S. invest
ment banks, regulated by
the Securities and Exchange
Commission, bought piles of
toxic waste. U.S. commercial
banks, regulated by several
agencies, including the Fed,
also devoured large quanti
ties. European banks, which
faced a different and sup
posedly more up-to-date su
pervisory scheme, turn out
to have been just as rash. By
contrast, lightly regulated
hedge funds resisted buying
toxic waste for the most part
— thou gh they are now vul
nerable to the broader credit
crunch because they operate
with borrowed money.
If that doesn't convince
you that deregulation is the
wrong scapegoat, consider
this: The appetite for toxic
mortgages was fueled by Fan
nie Mae and Freddie Mac, the
super-regulated housing fi
nance companies. Calomiris
calculates that Fannie and
Freddie bought more than
a third of the $3 trillion in
junk mortgages created dur
ing the bubble and that they
did so because heavy gov
ernment oversight obliged
them to push money toward
marginal home purchasers.
There's a vigorous argument
about whether Calomiris'
number is too high. But ev
eryone concedes that Fannie
and Freddie poured fuel on
the fire to the tune of hun
dreds of billions of dollars.
So blaming deregula
tion for the financial mess is
misguided. But it is danger
ous, too, because one of the
big challenges for the next

(MCT)

president will be to defend tural markets as a source of
markets against the inevi food security. Coming on top
table backlash that follows of all these challenges, the
financial turmoil is bound to
this crisis. Even before fi
nance went haywire, the intensify skepticism about
Doha trade negotiations had markets. Framing the mess
collapsed; wage stagnation as the product of deregula
for middle-class Americans tion will make the backlash
had raised legitimate ques nastier.
The next president will
tions about whoib th6"mar
ket system served; and the have to make some subtle
food-price spike had driven choices. In certain areas,
many emerging economies markets need to be reformed
to give up on global agricul — by pushing murky "over-

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor,
We r ecently received an e mail
notifying al l students ab out the
newly e nforced p arking r ules o n
campus. Though the decision might
seem like a smart idea, it doesn't
take i nto consideration the s afety
of its students who live on campus.
I'm sure most students would agree
with u s th at w alking a n e xtra 5
minutes to and from classes in the
Science C enter a nd S ports C enter
is not a big deal; however, i t does
pose a problem for students making
the trip back home at night. Not all
of u s take classes i n the daylight!
Some of us are forced to take night
classes, which isn't exactly our first
choice to begin with.

the-counter" trades between
banks onto transparent ex
changes, for example. In oth
er areas, government needs
to fix itself — by not subsidiz
ing reckless mortgage lend
ing. But a president who has
a mandate only to reregulate
will be a boxer with a miss
ing glove. By going along
with the market skepticism
of his party, Obama may end
up winning an election while
compromising his presiden
cy.

Has the school forgotten about
the dangers of b eing a female on
a c ollege c ampus? L ast s emester
it h ad to b e h eard t hrough th e
grapevine that 2 vi olent crimes
were committed on Compass
Point p roperty, b oth dealing w ith
females at night. N ow, we are all
very appreciative of the information
given, but unfortunately, it wasn't
made p ublicly aware u ntil w eeks
after the ordeals occurred.
What is more disturbing is the
lack o f permission for C ompass
Point r esidents to purchase a $ 50
parking pass. Given the option of a
$50 fee, I'm sure many girls would
gladly pay to prevent harassment,

rape, a nd even murder. Sadly, w e
aren't even given the choice.
So what are y ou asking of u s,
AASU? Should girls s imply forgo
their own i nsecurities? Should we
abandon a ll common se nse a nd
walk b lindly in to th e night? O r
should we j ust t ake c hances a nd
convince o urselves t hat, " It c an't
happen to me. What are the odds"?
I kindly submit this
for th e consideration of the
AASU P olice Department: pl ease
reevaluate how th is af fects th e
safety of females and all students
alike.

- Cevon Rambo & Brittany Naylor
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SPORTS

Oct. io: Soccer

vs. Queens (N.C.) at Columbus, Ga. 5 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Francis Marion 7 p.m.
Oct 10-12: Men's Tennis at CL Varner Invitational at Winter Park, Fla. 8 a.m.
Women's Tennis at Ole Miss Invitational at Oxford, Miss. 12 p.m.
Oct. 11: Volleyball vs. UNC Pembroke 3 p.m.
Oct. 12: Soccer vs. Belmont Abbey at Columbus, Ga. 11 a.m.
Oct. 12-14: Men's Golf vs. Queens (N.C.) Invitational at Bluffton, S.C. Pinecrest Golf Club

Array captures GT Fall Invitational singles
Courtesy of Sports Communications

ATLANTA — Sopho more
Rafael Array captured the B
singles draw championship
at the Georgia Tech Fall Invi
tational, picking up two wins
at the Bill Moore Tennis Cen
ter on Sunday Oct 5.
Array, a 5-8 seed in the
draw, defeated fellow 5-8
seed Wesley Moran of Clemson, 7-6 (4), 6-7 (2), 7-6(4) in
an epic semifinal match. He
then knocked off to p-seeded
Milan Krnjetin of Auburn,
6-3, 7-5, in the final.
The Armstrong men's ten
nis team competed in the
first day of the Georgia Tech
Invitational on Friday Oct. 3
in Atlanta.
The Pirates went 5-2 in
singles matches in both the
A a nd B d raws. ITA Region
champion
Edualdo
Bonet continued his winning
ways by knocking off Mor
gan Richard of Middle Ten
nessee State, 6-4, 7-5, in a

first-round A draw match.
Meanwhile, Array picked up
a 6-2, 3-6, 6-1 first-round B
draw win over Powell Porter
of Auburn in first-round B
draw action. Junior Derek
Danzinger also won his firstround match in the B draw,
defeating Kennesaw State's
Lawrence Washington, 6-1,
4-6, 6-3.
Senior
Paul
Bishop
dropped his first-round A
draw singles match to thirdseeded Javier Garrapiz of
Georgia, 6-4, 7-6 (4), but re
bounded to win a consolation
match against UNC Wilm
ington's Michael Perreira,
7-5, 6-2.
Junior Paul Fitzgerald
also split matches on Friday,
dropping his first-round B
draw singles match to Au
burn's Nick Maurillo, 2-6,,
6-2, 7-5, but defeating Mid
dle Tennessee State's Kyle
Wishing, 6-3, 6-2.
In doubles, the Pirates'
two teams dropped their

first-round matches. Bonet
and Bishop lost to thirdseeded Marsoun and Stamchev of Auburn, 9-8 (4) in
the A draw, then dropped
an 8-4 consolation match to
Georgia State's Adeimy and
Podkrajsck.
Array and Fitzgerald were
beaten by the Georgia duo
of Berstein and Vitulli, 8-6,
in their first-round B draw
match, then lost in a tiebreak
er to Penn State's Gormley
and St. Maurice, 9-8 (5), in
the consolation.
The men's tennis team
went 5-2 in singles play at
the second day of the Geor
gia Tech Fall Invitational on
Saturday Oct 4th.
Array was the only Pirates
player still alive in the main
draws as he won two matches
on Saturday. He began the
day with a 2-6, 6-3, 7-6 (5)
win over Illia Ziamtsou of
UNC Wilmington, then Array
picked up a 6-2, 6-2 win over

No. 2 seed Alex Petropolous
of Auburn to advance to the
semifinals of the B draw.
Bonet's run in the A draw
came to an end in the quar
terfinals. He won his first
match of t he day, a 6-4, 6-0
win over No. 5 seed Ryan
Smith of Georgia Tech, but
lost his quarterfinal match to
Nejc Podkrajsck of Georgia
State, 6-4, 0-6, 6-2.
Danzinger lost his thirdround B draw singles match,
6-4, 6-2, to Wesley Moran of
Clemson, but won 6-2, 7-5,
over Southern Mississippi's
Felipe Sylva in a consolation
match.
Fitzgerald rounded out
the AASU singles action with
a 6-0, 6-0 consolation win
over UNCWs Illia Ziamtsou.
The Pirates resume action
on Friday, Oct. 10, at the CL
Varner Invitational hosted
by Rollins College in Winter
Park, Fla.

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
Rafael Array climbs his way up the ranks during the GT
Fall In vitational.

Beyond the hard court
Profile of Rafael Array
By Luke Armstrong
Staff Writer

naria Islands of Spain. So,
with the success that he has
achieved it is amazing to see
Rafael Array is more than that he hasn't let it go to his
just a member of the national head. In an interview, Array
champion men's tennis team. underscored his accomplish
He's a son interested in the ments and talked of how he
family business, an econom was just a good part of a win
ics major in his second year ning team.
of studies and an interna
Array is one of the mem
tionally-traveled young man. bers of the national champi
Yes, like many atheletes, onship winning men's tennis
he wishes to be able to go pro team. He, along with doubles
in his sport some day, but he partner Tim Gohasson, are
still understands the value the top doubles team at Arm
in getting an education. He strong and are the number
credits this to his parents de two ranked doubles pair in
sire for him to continue his the nation. At the nationals
studies beyond high school.
competition Array didn't lose
It has taken a lot of time a single match in doubles or
and hard work for Array to individual play.
come this far. He has been
One of his most memo
playing tennis since the age rable moments came at the
of four back home in the Ca- national championship tour
fiSIS

Weekly Armstrong
Sports Trivia

„„HHHP

QUESTIONS:

1.)When did Armstrong host the NCAA Division II
Men's Golf National Championships?
2.)What years did men's and women's head coach
Simon Earnshaw earn the Peach Belt Conference
Tennis Coach of the Year?
3-)Has Armstrong ever had a men's soccer team?
4.)What was the new record that Armstrong's volley
ball team captured in digs for the 2007 season?
5.)What was the original name of the Peach Belt
Conference?
••Hi
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Soccer Preview

Peach Belt versus Conference Carolinas
nament in Houston. When
talking about it, Array de
scribes what only most peo
ple can imagine: an awe-inspiring crowd that all turned
out to watch you compete in
the sport that you love.
It was what he called a
"perfect day" which culmi
nated with him and his part
ner beating their opponents
in the finals.
If Array does not go pro in
tennis, then he plans to use
his economics degree to help
his family. His father owns
three restaurants back home.
If he isn't able to follow his
dream of playing tennis pro
fessionally he wants to help
his father with the manage
ment of his businesses.

By Tiffany Thornton
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmaU.com

The Pirates will be coming
from a 2-2 tie against Georgia
College State University on
Armstrong women's Oct 4. They stand confident
soccer team is prepar with a 5-3-3 overall and 2-1-2
ing for the Peach Belt/ conference record. With sev
Conference Carolinas eral days to practice before
Challenge hosted by the first game day, the Pi
Columbus State. The rates have time to recoup and
Pirates will travel to strategize against both teams.
Columbus, Ga., for two
The Pirates defeated the
weekend matches with Queens Royals last sea
Conference Carolinas son by a margin of 2-0. The
teams on Oct. to and 12. Royals are overall 5-5-1
Friday, Armstrong and 5-0-0 in their, confer
will play Queens Uni ence for the 2008 season.
versity from Charlotte,
A game against Belmont
N.C., at 5 p.m. and on before the Armstrong battle
Sunday they will take will determine any change in
on Belmont Abbey from Conference Carolinas stand
Belmont, N.C., at11 a.m. ings for the Royals. Belmont

last played Armstrong on
Oct. 22, 2006. The Pirates
claimed a 3-0 victory over
the Crusaders. The Crusad
ers face Columbus State,
4-0 in the Peach Belt Con
ference, before competing
against the Pirates. Belmont
may be a big fight for Arm
strong as they have aseason
record of 8-0-2 overall and
4-0-0 in their conference.
The Royals and the Cru
saders are both big con
tenders, ranking second
and third in the Confer
ence Carolinas. The Pirates
have to prove why they
currently stand second in
the Peach Belt Conference.

Armstrong volleyball notches first
Peach Belt win against Augusta State
By Tiffany Thornton
Sports Editor
sports.inkweli@gmaU.com

SAVANNAH — Armstrong
volleyball (11-5) matched up
against Augusta State (8-12)
on Wednesday Oct. 1at Arm
strong's Aquatics and Rec
reation Center. The Pirates
dominated all three sets with
victories of 25-13, 25-11 and
25-14. The Lady Pirates came
into their second game of the
Peach Belt Conference o-l,
while the Jaguars were 0-2.
The Pirates pulled away
in the first set when, up 17-8,
Gwendolyn Clarke's kill is
followed by Nicole Yates tip
over the net to add to the
lead. The play exemplified
the teamwork that helped
the Lady Pirates control the
game.
Seconds before the end
of the set, Rindy Vidovich
helped block Augusta's last
attempt to score, bringing a
cheer from the Pirate faith
ful.
During the break, some
Augusta players discussed
their lack of communication.
Meanwhile, the Lady Pirates
remained confident and re

turned to the court early and
eager.
At the start of t he second
set, Vidovich brought in an
instant point with a kill fol
lowed by a block assist, and
Jaguar Jessica Howard's de
layed reaction left her jump
ing at air.
Back-to-back scores from
Vidovich and Jaguar Amy
Hunt brought the score to
15-7. The Jaguars struggled
to get the ball over the net,
only scoring four more points
for the second match.
The third match was more
of t he same for the Lady Pi
rates, with scoring like the
bump pass by Marina Marinova to Hannah Segebart
to set Torrie Bevolo's finish
for the Pirates 11-4 lead.
The Jaguars mistakes
throughout the match, like
Shanley Mclntee hitting the
ball backwards and out, kept
them from taking over the
court. The Lady Pirates aver
aged 8-5 points more per set.
Casie Richards and Sege
bart defended the net with
a double block holding the
opponents to 22-13. The Jag
uars were only able to sneak
in one more point before the
end of the match.
As a team, the Lady Pi

rates accumulated 44. kills,
7 service aces and 7 blocks.
Individually, Budd and Bevolo each had 10 kills. Vid
ovich finished with a total of
9 kills, Richards with 8 and
Clarke with 7. Segebart had
40 assists for the match, and
-Casey Howett led with 11digs
for the team.

Augusta's Howard and
Amy Hunt had 6 apiece of
the 14 total kills for the team.
Ashley Zappitell led the Jag
uars with 9 assists.
The Pirates ended the
night with 12-5 overall and
1-1 in the Peach Belt Confer
ence.

Photo by Tiffany Thornton
Nicole Yates (9) and Rindy Vidovich (12) are pleased with the 3-0
victory against Augusta State.
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sets new mark In 6-0
win at Georgia Southwestern

Player of the Week

•

Hannah Segebart

Courtesy of Sports
Communications

AMERICUS, Ga.-junior
forward Kristin Burton tal
lied a school-record four
goals as the Armstrong At
lantic State women's soccer
q
pi edupa6-opeach
R V^ f
Belt Conference victory over
host Georgia Southwestern
State on Wednesday Oct. 1
evening in Arnericus.
Burton s four goals snap
the previous record of three,
set by four different Arm
strong players - including
Burton herself, who had
three career hat tricks com
ing into the match. She also
tied her match record of
eight points, set earlier in the
season against Erskine.
The Ocala, Fla., native
started the scoring in the
fifth minute as Daviana Garcia's header found the foot
of Burton, who drilled the
shot from 12 yards out, giv
ing the Pirates (5-3-2, 2-1-1
PBC) the 1-0 lead. The* goal
was the 50th goal of h er ca
reer, only the third player in
the Peach Belt Conference
to reach that plateau. In the
34th minute, seniors Jenni
fer Brian and Jamie Craine
hooked up for a goal in the
second consecutivte match
as Brian's throughball found
Craine in the box, which she
converted for her fourth goal
of the season.
Burton then would add
her second goal of the night,
off of a pass from Craine, in
S

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
Kristin Burton scored her 50th goal of her career during
the game.

the 40th minute. Brian then
added a goal in the 43rd min
ute on a header, converting a
cross form Craine, to send
the Pirates into intermission
with a 4-0 lead.
Quickly after halftime,
Burton would notch her
fourth career hat trick as
she scored off of a pass from
Craine in the 47th minute Craine's school record-tying
third assist of the match. The
All-American would then
finish off the scoring in the
51st minute, delivering a goal

Pirate volleyball
defeats Fayetteville
State, 3-0
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

PEMBROKE, N.C. - The
Armstrong volleyball squad
picked up a 3-0 win over
Fayetteville State on Friday
Oct. 3 in the Fairfield Inn
Invitational, hosted by UNC
Pembroke in Pembroke, N.C.
Game scores were: 25-14, 2514. 25-6.
The Pirates (13-5) hit .304
as a team, including an out
standing .684 in game three,
in picking up their sixth
victory in their last seven
matches.
Freshman Torrie Bevolo
led the way with 10 kills and
six service aces, while junior
Michele Remlinger hit .727
with eight kills and no errors
in 11 attempts. Sophomore
Hannah Segebart tallied 28
assists and freshman Casey
Howett notched 10 digs.
Fayetteville State (12-13)
was led by Chekimbrel Jef
ferson's five kills, Achari

MainOr's 10 assists and
Shatia Gidrey and Heather
Chance's six digs.
The Armstrong volleyball
squad had its weekend of ac
tion cut short on Saturday
Oct. 4 when a blown trans
former in the Pembroke,
N.C., area cut power to the
UNC Pembroke campus in
the middle of the Pirates'
first match of the day against
St. Andrews Presbyterian.
The Pirates were leading
the Knights 2-1 after three
completed games when
the power went out. After
a wait, it was determined
that power would not be re
stored in a timely fashion
on campus to enable Arm
strong to complete its match
with St. Andrews, or play the
later scheduled match with
Queens (N.C.).
Armstrong returns to ac
tion on Tuesday Oct 7, with a
7:00 p.m. Peach Belt Confer
ence match at Lander.

off of a breakaway for her
record fourth tally of the
night.
The Pirates outshot the
Hurricanes (3-8, 0-1 PBC)
30-2 and held a 5-0 ad
vantage in corner kicks.
Georgia
Southwestern
goalkeeper Christy Drabek made nine saves on
the night. Armstrong goal
keepers Samantha Held
and Tracey Mitchell com
bined on the shutout, with
Mitchell making the only
save in the match for the
Pirates.

regular season schedule,
Segebart has played in 47
of 63 games, but she missed
four consecutive matches
with an injury.
The 5' 7" setter made
sure all of Div ision II knew
that she was back in a big
way.
Between Sept. 23 and
Oct. 1, th e Pirates had two
away matches, at West
Georgia and USC Aiken,
and one home match
against Augusta State.
Against the Wolves,
Segebart tallied 54 assists
and 16 digs in Armstrong's
3-2 comeback victory.Sege
bart hit the 60 assists mark
Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
once previously in her short
Hannah Segebart earns the title of Peach Belt Confer
career at Armstrong when
ence's Specialist of the Week for the second time.
she accumulated 64 assists
as a freshman vs. Flagler on
By Courtiand Hendricks
of the Week on Sept. 2. She's Oct. 10, 2007.
Staff Writer
At Aiken, Segebart regis
averaging over 11 assists per
Hannah Segebart, a game and is currently ranked tered 60 assists and 11 digs
sophomore from Little first in the Peach Belt Confer in the 3-2 loss versus the
ton, Colo., was named the ence and among the top 15 in defending Peach Belt Con
ference Champions.
Peach Belt Conference's NCAA Division II.
At home against the Jag
Specialist of the Week for a
Segebart played in all 36 uars, Segebart totaled 40
second time this season on matches as a freshman dur assists and 4 digs, helping
Sept. 29. She was named ing the 2007 season. Now to lift the Pirates to a three
this season's first Specialist halfway through the 2008 set victor}'.

Big 12 teams make case
conference nation's best
By Randall Mell
South Florida Sun-Sentinel
(MCT)

2 after the Tigers routed Ne behind USC in the Harris
braska 52-17 for their first
poll but a spot ahead in the
victory at Lincoln, Neb., in coaches' poll. Utah moved up
The Big 12 ke eps look
30 years. The Harris Poll a spot to No. 14 in AP.
ing bigger.
kept idle LSU (4-0) at No. 2.
The Mountain West is 6-1
The SEC is playing sec
The USA Today and Har against Pac-10 teams this
ond fiddle despite three
ris polls make up two thirds
season.
national titles in the past
of the formula for the BCS
Utah's 31-28 victory at
five seasons and a half
standings. The six computers
home
against the Pac-10's
dozen ranked teams in the
combining to make up the
BCS mix this season.
other third will become a fac Oregon State last .Thursday
The Mountain West's
tor in two weeks. How that's impressed a week after Ore
reputation continues to
going to shake out is anyone's gon State knocked off former
swell even if pollsters
No. 1 USC.
guess right now.
aren't fully appreciating it
The Big 12 a nd SEC each
yet.
b ast six teams among AP's
Meek's inheritance
And the meek are jos
op 20 spots. No other contling for agenerous earthly
jrence has more than two.
Big picture's still hazy
Vanderbilt's 14-13upset of
inheritance atseason's end
Auburn
at home moved the
with Vanderbilt (5-0) off
Mountain
west
bid
for
BCS
Despite
the
Big
12's
early
Commodores
(5-0) six spots
to its best start since 1943,
dominance
in
the
polls,
col
to
No.
13
in
the
AP poll and
Ball State (6-0) cracking
Brigham
Young
(5-0)
and
lege
football's
subjective
na
all
alone
atop
the
SEC East.
The Associated Press poll
Utah (6-0) won to keep the
ture
comes
through
in
look
for the first time in history
Ball State players are deal
and Tulsa (5-0) off to its ing at who's No. 2. While Mountain West in position ing with strong emotions just
Oklahoma is No. 1in all three to crack the BCS mix, but
best start since 1945.
two weeks after watching
of
the major human polls, it should trouble BYU fans
Here's a look at some of
that USC jumped the Cou teammate and senior receiver
college football's most in three different teams hold the
gars this week in the AP poll, Dante Love s ustain a spinal
triguing storylines through No. 2 spot with SEC teams in
even though it's not part of cord injury in the Cardinals'
two of those spots.
six weeks of the season:
The AP poll kept Alabama the BCS formula. It's the victory against Indiana. Love
(6-0) at No. 2 after the Tide principle. The Cougars were is expected to fully recover
Big 12 breakdown
barely squeaked by Kentucky bumped down one spot to but never to play football
17-14 on Saturday. The USA No. 9, trading places with the again. The Cardinals are 6-0
The BCS standings Today poll has Missouri No. Trojans. BYU a lso is a spot for the first time since 1965.
don't come out for anoth
er two weeks (Oct. 19), but
the Big 12 is digging in for
an early foothold.
The 61 coaches vot
ing in the USA Today poll
were so impressed with
Missouri's rout of Ne
braska on Saturday, they
moved the Tigers (5-0) up
one spot this week to No.
2 behind No. 1 Oklahoma
teams hale from the Big
12 with four of them in the
league's South Division.
Oklahoma State (5-0) is the
fifth unbeaten in the league.
The perfect marks will shrink
this weekend with a pair of
conference games featuring
unbeatens.
Oklahoma meets Texas in
Dallas in the Red River Rivaliy showdown Saturday at
noon in the Cotton Bowl in
Dallas.
Missouri hosts Oklahoma
State at 8 p.m.

(5-o).

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
,
t-he Pirates with 10 kills against Fayetteville
Torrie B evolo lea tne ma
State.

;

The Tigers lead the Big
12 North with the Sooners
tied atop the Big 12 South.
Four of the top seven
teams in the USA Tod ay
and AP polls are from the
Big 12 with Texas (5-0) at
No. 5 and Texas Tech (5-0)
No. 7 in both polls.
Five of the nation's
remaining 15 unbeaten

(MCT)
Oklahoma coach Bob Stoops reacts as receiver Juaquin Iglesias (9) comes to the sideline dur
ing t he second quarter at Floyd Casey Stadium in Wac o, Texas, on Saturday, Oct. 4, 2008.
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Calendar of Events

ARTS
&
ENTERTAINMENT

Sept. 24 - Jan. 4: Landscape of the Spirit: Paintings by Richard Mayhew Jepson Center for the Arts.
Oct. 10: Conner Christian and Southern Gothic at live music at The Livewire Music Hall 10 p.m.
Oct. 13 -

Nov. 7: The Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents an art gallery exhibition- Viaje Andina: Art Inspired by Northwest
Argentina in the AASU Fine Arts Gallery. Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., weekdays.

Very Much Alive

Vampires and Southern sensibilities cary "Deead Until Dark"
By Kara Hooper
Staff Writer

"Dead Until Dark," writ
ten by New York Times best
selling author Charlaine
Harris, delivers a thrilling
glimpse into the realm of
vampires through the eyes of
small town waitress Sookie
Stackhouse. The book also
serves as HBO's inspiration
for their new original se
ries "True Blood."
Sookie's world is drasti
cally changed upon meeting
her very first vampire, Bill
Compton, in Bon Temps, La.
Vampires have "come out
of the coffin," so to speak,
and 'have been given equal
rights by humans. The small
town's citizens are less than
thrilled with integrating with
the bloodthirsty dead among
them.
Sookie has a little prob
lem called telepathy, so she
is more empathetic to the

shunned vampires. Her psy
chic power scares people as
much as it entices them, and
the town is not quite sure
what to make of her.
Sookie meets her match
when she is denied access
into Bill's mind. Intrigued,
she thinks this is the man she
has been waiting for all her
life.
One problem: He's dead.
A string of murders - all
young girls - begins to horrifythe town, and Sookie seems
to be a target. The murdered
girls had a common thread:
They liked vampires, and
were called "fang-bangers"
in the town's slang.
Questions arise when bite
marks are found on the girls,
although they were strangled
and not blood-drained in
typical vampire fashion.
The mystery surrounding
the murders leads Sookie to
suffer shocking tragedies, yet
somehow achieve new per-

sonal and emotional growth.
Sookie lost both parents
at a young age, leaving her to
a lonely life with her grand
mother. She decided to work
hard and play none. Her life
was filled with mundane, or
dinary activities.
Until the night she saves
Bill from a trailer-trash cou
ple that bleeds vampires for
money - vampire blood is
like a drug and is supposed
to enhance one's sex life and
overall health.
Vampire Bill is now in
debted to her, especially
since a revenge attack would
surely be aimed at Sookie.
Sookie doesn't care. Her
life is changed by the event,
and she decides to no longer
sit on life's sidelines.
As a result, she begins
doing things that she never
imagined, including develop
ing a taste for Bill.
The struggle between the
living and the dead is boiling

The TV Critic

Making 'Fake' News
Political satire controls the race
and vote.
The show has become a
What many have re medium for Stewart to ex
ferred to as "the most his press his essentially leftist
toric presidential race of political views and to be a
our time" is coming to its voice for many parts of the
climax in a month, and the country. He has even been
media is, as expected, cov put under fire for his sup
ering every inch of it. Even posed liberal favoritism and
the fictional outlets are tak sometimes biased material.
ing aim at our candidates
The same may be said for
and shedding light on the Stephen Colbert, who, with
issues at hand.
his "Colbert Report," is more
Comedian Jon Stewart animated and uses a more
has been at the forefront obviously sarcastic tone than
of political pseudo-jour Stewart. The title's silent t's
nalism since the '90s with imply that the show is a more
his nighttime mock news sincere attempt at political
show, "The Daily Show with journalism than it really is.
Jon Stewart." He was there
While arguing with a CGI
when George W. Bush was double of himself about how
elected president of the the price of $700 billion was
U.S. i n 2000 and when he decided for the bailout, Col
was reelected in 2004.
bert responded with "Why
This year Stewart brings didn't they just ask for superback the "Indecision" series calafragilisticexpialazillion?"
of news stories to influence He then diagnosed the econ
U.S. citizens to take action omy with a "terrible credit

disease" likened to syphilis
derived from an "orgy" in
cluding "some slutty lend
ers who jumped into bed
with some subprime mort
gages."
Pundits specializing in
political affairs have been
featured on the shows, as
well as the candidates them
selves. McCain discussed
his stance on the war in
Iraq and Obama expressed
a country under an Obama
administration on "Daily."
Of course, questions were
worded "differently" and
carried ironic tones as
Stewart grilled them on se
rious issues and joked with
them.
The shows can at times
be unbiased - equally pok
ing fun at both McCain and
Obama, their politics, sup
porters and actions - while
most times they seem to
lean on one wing.more than
the other. It is safe to say
that Stewart is a little more
satisfied with Obama's doc
trine of "change" than with
McCain's "experience" in
politics.
One thing that will prob
ably never change is the
irony and tone set in these
two shows. They are mostly
meant to entertain, not to
inform, and should not re
place the real thing in terms
of political journalism.
To get a better perspec
tive of the two candidates
and their campaigns visit
their websites, barackobama.com and johnmcain.
com
To get a good laugh out
of the two candidates and
their campaigns, watch
"The Daily Sh ow with Jon
Stewart" Mondays through
Thursdays at 11 p.m. EST
and "The Colbert Report" at
AP Photo/Jason DeCrow
11:30 p.m. EST on Comedy
The Colbert Report provides its viewers with a satire-soaked news
Central.
By Brittany Doctor
Staff Writer

report on pqlitics and the economy.

over, and Sookie is caught in
the middle. The town's toler
ance of vampires is waver
ing and the need to solve the
murders is intensifying.
Harris' characters are
fascinating and diverse. The
reader becomes entrenched
in the sometimes humorous
and often dangerous town.
The plot is full of action, lust
and gruesome horror.
The reader is left guessing
right until the end, an end
ing that also leaves the door
open for the sequel, "Living
Dead In Dallas."
HBO's series is surpris
ingly faithful.to Harris' ver
sion. The spooky nail-biting
feeling definitely transfers to
the screen.
Harris' "Southern Vam
pire Series" can be found at
Barnes and Noble ($7.99),
or ordered from any book
distributor online. The HBO
series, "True Blood," airs on
Sundays at 9 p.m. EST.

© Ace Books

More than just black and white
/

Exhibit at Telfair's Jepson Center for the Arts puts local focus on civil rights

By Mable Swindell
Staff writer

Frederick C. Baldwin pho
tographed the social issues
that engulfed Savannah in
the 1960s. His black and
white photographs remind
the community of th e strug
gle for equality in Savannah
during the civil rights move
ment.
"The photographs demon
strate a period where people
are in a powerless posi
tion but they exhibit power
through marches and non
violent protests," said Dr.
Learotha Williams, Jr., an
assistant professor of history
at Armstrong.
Organized by the Telfair
Museum of Art, the exhibit
revisits the material from his
original show at the museum,
"We ain't what we used to be:

Photographs by Frederick C.
Baldwin," on its 25th anniversaiy.
The exhibit includes 50
black and white pictures from
the civil rights movement in
Savannah and features ex
cerpts from oral histories
that were recorded with the
original showing.
The photographs illustrate
the non-violent protests that
took place in many of Savan
nah's downtown squares.
"Many people do not re
alize the severity of t he civil
rights movement. It didn't
just happen over night like
most people think," said
Theresa Miller, visitor at the
exhibit.
"Baldwin's exhibit really
portrays the struggle as it
was," she said.
One picture, "Hosea Wil

liams Preaching from Tomo-Chi-Chi's Rock, Wright
Square,".illustrates the power
of o ne man. Hosea Williams
stands atop a massive rock,
staring down at about 100 *
black onlookers. Each person
stares intently.
"The exhibit is veryimpor
tant to show how grassroots
people can come together
and change a whole city,"
said Mayor Otis Johnson.
"Grassroots people came
together, demonstrated, pro
tested, and changed Amer
ica. It was lead by ministers
and politicians. But without
the common everyday people
marching in those demon
strations it wouldn't have
happened."
The exhibit is scheduled
to run until Jan. 11, 2009.
For more information visit
telfair.org.

Ask the Inkwell
By Laura Mitchell
Staff Writer

You've got a lot on your
mind. Between classes, work,
friends, relationships and
family, you may have a few
concerns or questions that
you need to be heard and an
swered.
Sometimes we all need
some good advice from an
outside perspective. What
ever is stressing you out,
whether it is a family prob
lem, a school-related issue,
friends or just a way you've
been feeling - you're not
alone.
Here's the deal: Write
about your problem or ques
tion and send it to lauraslistening@gmail.com.
Your
question will be posted -

Photo by Yvette Wheeler
Laura Mitchell can help give an outside perspective on any
problem or issue that a student might have.

very anonymously - in The
Inkwell, along with some ad
vice that other students can
appreciate.
Not only are you getting
help for yourself, but you

never know who else mff
have been struggling w
the same problem. So do
be shy. Ask The Inkwell is
easy, anonymous way to j
the advice you need.
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Infinitely sweet, instantly enjoyable
Nick and Norah deliver the date night goods
By Joseph Peters
Staff Writer
Does anybody else remem
ber wandering the streets
of your hometown on a cool
October evening, driving
with no destination in mind
and enjoying the company
of people you simply don't
know very well?
The sort of night where
you take a deep breath and
let the world around you just,
like, guide you in the right
direction? It feels as though
those nights only happen to
high schoolers.
"Nick and Norah's Infinite
Playlist attempts to capture
that beautiful awkwardness.
Nick (Michael Cera) is
your average kid with a bad
haircut who happens to be in
a band called The Jerkoffs.
Norah (Kat Dennings) is the
daughter of a legendary mu
sic producer who likes exact
ly that sort of music.
Nick is coming off a bad
relationship with one of
Norah's friends; Norah is
still having sex with the boy
who took her virginity, even
though their relationship is,

well, almost non-existent.
They have a fchance
en
counter at a show. Realisti
cally, this could be a oneand-done moment, and they
could never see each other
again.

v

Instead, Nick's bandmates
intervene to keep them to
gether for at least a moment
longer. From there, the story
rolls forward, following Nick
and Norah as they venture
the streets of New York after
midnight.
Director
Peter
Sollett
keeps the film moving at a
brisk pace, and as things be
come muddy he makes sure
that the viewer never gets
lost. Cera is a veteran of this
genre - remember "Juno"?
- and his performance here
may be his best to date.
Dennings is aggressive,
awkward and vulnerable,
and none of it feels forced.
Their scenes together have a
genuine quality, and the sto
ry they tell is one that we've
all heard before in some form
or another.
For all of its romance,
"Nick and
Norah" also
brings laughs from its di

verse cast of characters. The
other three Jerkoffs - Aar
on Yoo, Rafi G.avron, and
Jonathan B. Wright - will
at least make you smile. No
rah's drunk friend, Caroline
(Ari Graynor), will have you
laughing put loud - especial
ly if you've ever been around
that girl at the bar who's
had just a drop too much to
drink.
More than anything, "Nick
and Norah's Infinite Playlist"
is a cute movie. Guys who
like action movies will try to
sneak over to "Appaloosa."
"Nick and Norah" doesn't
care one bit. It takes pri<Je
in being almost saccharinesweet, and if you remember
those October nights with
fondness, you'll enjoy the
meandering ride.

3 stars (out of 5)
Directed by: Peter Sollet
Starring: Michael Cera,

Kat Dennings
Rated: PG-13 for mature thematic

material including teen drinking,
sexuality, language and crude
behavior.

Next Week:

„

Body of Lies"

Words of all kinds from
minds of all kinds
something completely differ
ent from writing and they're
writing on the side," said

The meeting began with
one line on paper: "For ten
years, Marie worked as the
assistant to the experimen
tal"
It was up to the poets,

Rausch.

fiction aficionados and curi
ous scribblers in attendance
to finish the thought on the
worksheet at the inaugural
Writing Club meeting on Oct.

6.

"I was expecting just to
write some random stuff and
have fun with it," said Brad
Dickey, brother to Amanda,
who is preparing for masters
work related to computer sci
ence.
Rausch emphasized that
interest trumped experience
in the club's ideals.

on time for more writing ex
ercises or using meetings as
an opportunity to workshop
one another's pieces.
"Bonnie and I were talking
about having it be a studentled group, so whatever the
students want to get out of
it, that would be great," said
Rausch.
The meeting closed with
the group participating in a
writing exercise called the
"exquisite

corpse."

thought, passed the paper to
the person on their right, and
repeated the process until
everyone had their original

sistant professor of English,

a free writing exercise, with
two beginning, lines provided
and ample space for writers
to fill with their ink color of

sheet.
The results included an
epic battle scene and a dis
jointed story about curious

and Bonnie Emerick, Eng
lish instructor, both faculty
in the English department,

choice.
As the first
exercise
wrapped up, some writers

blue demons. One paper
even grew into a humorous
treatise on Toto's importance

loosely led the meeting that
they helped to organize with

exchanged papers. This was
followed many times by an

help from Amanda Dickey,

exchange of knowing glances

an English major and mem

and quiet chuckles.
Writers then "shared with
the group. Some submissions

in the "Wizard of Oz."
"I liked our little corner
right here," said Crawford,
referring to the blend of cre

that filled up with as many as
ten authors-in-waiting dur
ing the noon meeting.
Dr. Monica Rausch, as

ber of Rausch's class on fic
tion writing. •
"We got an idea for it
from some students and re

leaned towards the serious,
but there was no lack of hu

ative minds around him.
"It's like, it goes from san
ity to impossible and then
it just cuts back around to
sanity. And then we ... start

good idea to have one, said

mor.
"She ended up irritat
ing the doctor, who I called

Rausch.
Jacob Crawford is a math

'Phil,'" said Crawford with a
grin, as he explained to the

with blue demons and go to
oranges," he said.
"We're just hoping that
this ... can just be another

major that came for a little

group the actions of his "as

space outside of the class

bit of feedback,' but mostly

sistant" in the first exercise .
The first few readers ner

room for writing, and they
will feel like writing is more
something enjoyable and not
something assigned by a pro

alized there was no group
and thought it might be a

for the creativity.'
"I figured it would get me
into practice," he said.
The genders were almost
evenly split, and the blend
of majors ranged far outside
of the Languages, Literature
and Philosophy Department.
"I think writing is one
of those things that a lot of
people do, a n d a lot of people
have a full time job doing

vously qualified their piec
es, but after a few minutes
a sense of ease had settled
over the tables, and writers
leaned in to hear one another
over the low din of Shearouse
Plaza.
The meeting included a
discussion outlining possible
priorities for the group. There
was debate between focusing

fessor or something that they
have to do," said Rausch,
adding, "It's something that
they want to do and have fun
doing."
The

next

Writing

meeting is scheduled for
Monday, Oct. 20 in Gamble
Room 205.

Restaurant Review
Is online this week
theinkwellonline.com

Club

11/2 cup pinapple chunks
or crushed pineapple

2 cups mozarella cheese
pre-cooked, thickly sliced
ham

Procedure
1. Follow the instructions on the back of the pizza crust mix.
2. After the crust cools, spread the marinara sauce evenly over the crust using the back of

a spoon.

3. Chop the ham into small pieces.
4. Spread the ham pieces and pineapple evenly on top of the marinara sauce
5. Spread the cheese over all of the ingredients.

6. Bake pizza at 475 degrees for 10 to 15 minutes, or until the crust and cheese is brown
ing.

Visit us online to see pictures of this dish, theinkwellonline.com

Every

you can be anybody that just
wants to play around with
words," she said.
The meeting began with

ten sign declaring "Writing
Club" marked the three met
al tables and gaggle of chairs

Hawaiian Pizza

1 package pizza crust mix
vegetable oil
jar of marinara sauce

one was handed a sheet of
paper. They wrote their first

totally experienced

bia Pictures and Mandate Pictures.

Ingredients

writer,

"You don't have to be a
An innocent, Sharpie-writ-

Michael Cera and Ket Dennings star in the new comedy, "Nick & Norah's Infinite Playlist," from Colum

By HoDy Harrison
Staff Writer

Authors and poets from Armstrong come together at Writing Club
By Daniel Callaway
Copy Editor

© 2008 Columbia Pictures

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Somewhat moist
5 Ancient Briton
9 France's longest
river
14 Borodin's prince
15 Declare
16 Rowed the boat
17 Evil
18 Allot
19 By means of
20 Senior
22 General pardon
24 Crabbily
25 Droops
26 Tax letters
27 Certain
28 Say more
31 Combine
34 Strongholds
35 Soil turner
36 Fabled canal
,37 T rickery
38 Medieval peon
39 In days past
40 Kitchen
implement
41 Midsection,
informally
42 Plat section
43 Mine finds
44 Nurse, as a
drink
45- Huff qnd puff
46 Siberian plains
50 More crude
53 Deluge
54 Distribute
55 Unbarred
57 Relax
58 Sifting utensil
59 Fairy-tale
creature
60 Pond cover
61 Watered, as a
lawn
62 Enthusiasts
63 Females of the
species
DOWN
Golfer's gouge
Nimble
Hollow forms
Level of esteem
Dromedaries,
e.g.
6
once in a "
while
1
2
3
4
5

10/2/08

© 2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All ri ghts reserved.

7 Give permission
to
8 Money man
9 Passes time
indolently
10 Desert
stopovers
11 Eye structure
12 Tenant's
payment
13 All nerves
21 Michelin product
23 Trading places
27 Parts of shoes
28 Attention getter
29 College
residence
30 Resist
31 Repast
32 Cogito
sum
33 Wild time
34 Protected from a
certain danger
37 Less favorable
38 Put down by
force
40 Slid using
gravity
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.41 Wedding cake
layer
44 Rocks
45 Stand of trees
46 Severe
47 Georgia fruit
48 Follow

1
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Plant parts
Liquid assets
Miscellany
Pub
purchases
56 Org. of Toms
and Tiger
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13051 Abercorn Street
912.925.5398

10419 Abercorn St., Savannah
Between Sunset Novelties & Vaden Nissan

Hffe^V IJ Otlj'l

11-? MOW

/Hen2>atf

Military Appreciation
15% OFF with Military ID

Service Industry Night
$1 OFF Everything After 10 PM

FREE 1/2 HOUR P OOL WITH LUNCH PURCHASE

Ladies Nignt

FROM OPEN - 3PM

7 DAYS A W EEK

First Well FREE

Military Appreciation

Wed &Thurs $5 pitcher & $5/hour pool table

15% OFF with Military ID

CoiregeNight

Wi-Fi access

Service industry Night
1 5 % O F F w i t h C o l l eg e I D

Jager Bomb $5

Classifieds

Student

Game Days

Organizations

BEER SPECIALS

MLB & Nf L Package
411 College Football
Great Food Drinks

can advertise with us too!

Jobs
Live Wire Music Hal! and Cafe is seeking DYNAMIC, FLIRTY, HARD
WORKING people who can also sell! W e need bartenders, wait staff,
cooks, dishwashers, bar backs, bouncers, musicians and comedians!
Please apply in person at 307 West River Street.
Apply in person between 4:00-7:00 p.m. We are open 4:00 p.m.-3:00
a.m. We will soon be open 11:00 a.m.-3:00 a.m. We have LIVE MUSlC!
Mon-Sat and comedy every Wed! C ome see us!

POOL TABLES • DARTS • INTERNET JUKEBOX
DANCE FLOOR • KARAOKE • SATELLITE TV

Slugger's Noui Hiring
Bartenders, DJ's, Bands
SCAD & ARMSTRONG STUDENTS WELCOME

912.925.7110

Contact Vickie Faulkner with
information about your
organization and any questions
you may have.
inkwelladvertising@gmail.com

For Rent
Two bedrooms for rent, some utilities included. $3 00.00 each/month
& $300.00 deposit. C all Paula (912)629.6205, leave a message. P refer
non-smoker and non-drinker.

"Last one! - $144,700- New spacious 3BR/2.5BAtownhome. 40 0
Tibet Ave. C all (912)925.0864. www.yorktownplace.com "

Events
YVIaa-I- 4-o vavi+e/
4"k«/
r

Party with the Savannah Derby Devils at"Scary-oke"at the Rail Pub
on Oct. 10 at 8:00 p.m. Win contests and other prizes! Visit www.
savannahderby.com for more info.

t»ort4*A&'4"

ArtAftirsort *4-

Want to Advertise with

The Inkwell?
^
•

/

contact Vickie Faulkner
inkwelladvertising@gmail.com

